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COMMON DATA BASE FOR THE HARMONIZED SYSTEM NEGOTIATIONS

-Note by the Secretariat

As its meeting on 28 February and 20 October 1983, the Tariff Committee had a
preliminary exchange of views concerning the usefulness and technical
feasibility of a common data base containing the data which will be required for
the negotiations under Article XXVIII, prior to the introduction of the
Harmonized System (HS).

As its meeting on 12 December 1983, a consensus was reached in the Tariff
Committee that the secretariat could begin the preliminary work on the
establishment of the common data base. A small group of experts from interested
contracting parties held two informal meetings (11 April and 10 October 1984) to
discuss outstanding questions and to advise the secretariat on the preparation
of the common data base.

The present paper brings up to date the information contained in document
TAR/W/41, which outlined the content, format and organization of the common data
base.
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1. FORM OF THE COMMON DATA BASE.

The data base is to be constructed from data submitted by delegations. Deleg-
ations' submissions would be verified and converted to a standard format by the
secretariat. The information would be kept up-to-date by the secretariat on the
basis of new submissions and revisions ("update transactions") received from de-
legations.

For retrieval and processing of the data base information, there would be two
possibilities open to delegations. Either they could have on-line access to the
data base files or they could receive magnetic tape copies of all or part of the
data base information. The exchange of information between participants and ac-
cess to the data base would be based on the principle of reciprocity.

Il. CONTENT OF THE DATA BASE.

The data base would contain all information necessary for the conduct of Article
XXVIII negotiations, as set out in document L/5470/Rev.l. The group of experts
came to the conclusion that information on unbound items would also be
necessary, since it was most likely that HS items would in some cases amalgamate
several or parts of several existing tariff headings which would not all be con-
solidated. It was therefore agreed that unbound items would be included in all
files to be submitted.

In broad terms, the information to be recorded in the data base would be as fol-
lows:

1. Complete current tariff product descriptions and an abbreviated text of the
same product descriptions; current tariff rates with, in the case of bound
rates, all related information as published in the GATT loose-leaf
schedules.

2. Similar information as under (1) above in the nomenclature of the Harmonized
System.

3. Import statistics for the three most recent years available by country of
origin, in value and quantity, together with average imports during the
three-year period in the same detail.

4. A concordance table from the existing to the proposed HS nomenclature, with
percentage trade allocations at the global item level or, where necessary,
at the level of individual countries of origin.

A more detailed description of the data base content can be found in Annex 1,
where formats for data submission are reproduced.
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III.FORMATS FOR SUBMISSION OF THE INFORMATION.

The formats contained in Annex 1 correspond to revised versions of the formats
originally reproduced in annexes A, B, C and D of document TAR/W/41. The changes
proposed by the group of experts are recapitulated in the following paragraphs.

1. Loose-leaf schedules (Annex 1A.).

The changes which the group suggested for the loose-leaf schedule are as
follows:

a. Structuring key (element 01).

This element was introduced to allow the recording and retrieval of hi-
erarchical headings and sub-headings within the customs tariffs' prod-
uct descriptions. It was found particularly necessary for national
customs tariffs which did not use the CCCN. Some examples illustrating
the use of this element to build a logical hierarchy within a tariff no-
menclature which is not structured are reproduced in Annex 2.

b. Product descriptions (elements 02 and 09).

Product descriptions should be recorded in a format which would facili-
tate their retrieval, either on paper or on a terminal screen, in a
print format. Thus, it was found easier to record them line by line,
each line being 70 characters long, with the possibility of indenting
selectively each line of text to reflect the tariff hierarchy where ap-
plicable. In addition, a level value would be attached to the
description in order to distinguish tariff item descriptions from head-
ing descriptions at various levels (e.g. Chapter, 4-digit or 6-digit
levels). An illustration of how the level of descriptions would be used
is reproduced in Annex 2.

c. Footnotes (element 11 in earlier format in TAR/W/41)

It was decided that the system should allow the referencing of footnotes
to any field recorded in any of the data base files and not only to the
loose-leaf schedule information as earlier envisaged. It was therefore
considered more logical to record them in a separate file (see Annex
1E.) rather than in the loose-leaf file as earlier proposed. However,
if it was found more practical, delegations could continue recording
them in the loose-leaf file.

d. Information on earlier concessions (element 07).

Although the layout for recording this element has not been changed, an
illustration of how the various fields of this complex element should be
recorded is shown in Annex 2.

2. Import Statistics (Annex 1B.).

The only change which was suggested in the layout for submitting import sta-
tistics was to provide for the recording of a supplementary quantity and
quantity unit.

3. Concordance file (Annex 1C.).

The field for recording percentage trade allocations has been extended to
four characters to provide for the recording of percentages with one decimal
place.
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4. Normalized coding of specific, mixed and compound rates (Annex 1D.).

The layout for the normalized coding has been modified to allow the record-
ing of compound rates with three ad valorem and three specific parts, in-
stead of two as in the earlier proposed format.

5. Footnote file (Annex 1E.).

The footnotes, previously recorded under element 11 of the loose-leaf file
would now be recorded in a separate file, as the possibility of referencing
footnotes to the various data submitted had to be envisaged. Some examples
illustrating how footnotes could be referenced to particular elements,
sub-elements, field numbers or occurrences are reproduced in Annex 2.

6. Tape specifications for data submissions (Annex 3).

Annex 3 illustrate. the technical information which would be requested to
accompany the magnetic tapes containing the data to be loaded into the data
base.

IV.DATA BASE ORGANIZATION.

The data base would be organized around eight data base files in which sub-
missions would be stored:

* Existing Loose-leaf (Quantified data).
* Existing Loose-leaf (Textual data).
* Proposed Loose-leaf (Quantified data).
* Proposed Loose-leaf (Textual data).
* Concordance..
. Import Statistics - Existing nomenclature.
* Import Statistics - HS nomenclature.
. Footnotes.

Each group of information would form an ADABAS file containing data for all par-
ticipants. Three elements would be retained as descriptors, namely, reporting
country code, existing tariff item number and proposed tariff item number.

Within the data base files the information would be organized as follows:

1. Loose-leaf schedules.

Each loose-leaf schedule would be split into two separate files, one con-
taining 'quantified' data elements, the other containing 'textual' informa-
tion and related data elements.
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A.The existing and proposed loose-leaf "quantified data" files would con-
tain similar information:

a. Abbreviated product descriptions.

b. Tariff rates with all related data: binding, AVE's and rates in normal-
ized coding or in text form (elements 03 and 10 in the submission).

c. INR's and GATT legal instruments for present concessions (elements 04
and 05).

d. GATT legal instruments for first concessions (element 06).

e. Information on earlier concessions (element 07 except rates in text form
which would be recorded in the "textual data" file).

f. Flag for changes in duty rates (extracted from the concordance sub-
mission and recorded in the proposed loose-leaf file only).

B.The existing and proposed loose-leaf "textual data" files also would con-
tain similar information:

a. The structure key (element 01).

b. Complete product descriptions (element 02).

c. Earlier concessional rates in text form (part of element 07).

d. Reference to earlier INR's (element 08).

2. Import statistics.

Import statistics would be recorded in two separate files, one containing
statistics in the existing nomenclature, the ocher containing statistics in
HS nomenclature. Both files would contain similar information:

a. Imports by country of origin in national currency (in the primary unit
submitted) for the three years and average imports for the three years.

b. Imports by country of origin in thousands of U.S. dollars for the three
years and average imports for the three years.

The secretariat chose the U.S. dollar as the common currency since it is the
one most commonly used for the purpose of comparing international trade sta-
tistics.

Countries of origin would be recorded in both files using the GATT standard
country codes. Total imports for each item would be recorded under a sepa-
rate code in both files.

Average imports in U.S. dollars would be calculated automatically by the
system. In the HS nomenclature, the system would also calculate average im-
ports in national currencies.
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3. Concordance between existing and HS nomenclatures.

The concordance file would contain the following data:

a. Existing tariff item number.

b. Proposed HS tariff item number.

c. Percentage trade of item (a) allocated to item (b) above for each of the
three years of imports.

d. Percentage trade of item (b) allocated to item (a) above for each of the
three years of imports.

If trade allocations had been provided for only one year, percentage allo-
cations under (c) above would be identical for the three years. Percentage
allocations under (d) above would be calculated automatically by the system.
As already mentioned, the flag indicating a change in the duty rate would be
transferred from the concordance file to the proposed loose-leaf file.

4. Footnotes.

Footnotes would be kept in a separate file and each element to which a foot-
note was attached would have a flag set to '1' in the relevant files. The
item number, element and sub-element numbers, etc..., would be used to re-
trieve the text of the footnote.

Other files would be created in the data base in order to link the data recorded
in the various files or to allow cross-references between national codes (coun-
try, quantity unit etc.) and the standard GATT codes. Special files would also
be created in order to give participants general information on the data base:
e.g. country files recorded, dates of changes in the files' content etc..

The description of the data base organization cannot be exhaustive in this note
but more detailed system specifications will be made available to interested
contracting parties at a later stage.

V.DATA BASE ACTIVITY.

1. Editing of data submissions.

In broad terms, the editing of national files would consist of the following
main points:

a. All data elements would be checked against valid values.

b. Data elements expected to be recorded (interlinked information among or
within the various files) would be verified and missing elements would
be signalled.

c. For each item in the statistical file, there should be a corresponding
entry in the concordance.

d. For the reference year, all import items should have a corresponding
entry in the existing loose-leaf schedule.
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e. AIl HS items recorded in the concordance should be found in the HS
loose-leaf schedule.

f. For a given existing item, the sum of the percentage trade allocations
should normally add up to 100.0%. On this point however, it was felt
that delegations should be given some flexibility in rounding trade al-
locations and deviations from 100% would be allowed, for example between
99.7 and 100.3%. In case the file had only been loaded with a group of
HS chapters (e.g. HS chapters 01 to 24), such a verification would of
course not be done until complete files were available.

All errors would be communicated to the delegation concerned. Corrections
would be made either by reprocessing a complete new submission of the file
in error or in the form of data base update transactions.

2. Loading of data submissions.

The loading of national files into the data base would be accomplished as
follows:

a. All national codes (country codes, quantity codes, etc...) would be con-
verted to the common system of coding.

b. All items not in error would be loaded into the data base.

c. The concordance would be applied to the import statistics in existing
nomenclature to create a HS statistical file.

d. Percentage trade allocations from HS items to existing items would be
computed and stored in the concordance file for each of the three years.

e. World total imports would be computed for each item in both statistical
files.

If no errors had been detected in the editing phases, the delegation con-
cerned would be notified when all its data had been loaded, and the deleg-
ation would, in turn, advise the secretariat as to which other participants
in the exercise could have access to its data.

If any errors had been detected in the editing phases, corrections would be
applied via the data base update programme. A final matching of the content
of the data base files would be performed to ensure that there were no fur-
ther anomalies. If no anomalies were detected, the delegation concerned
would be notified as above.

3. First submission and subsequent submissions.

It was envisaged that the first submission could cover a group of chapters
only. In this case, it would be preferable that subsequent submissions cover
only new chapters which were not previously submitted. If necessary, a sub-
mission could also contain revised information for chapters already loaded
on the data base files. The corresponding obsolete data would be replaced
and the new data loaded at the same time. It should be noted that the revised
information should encompass all changes made to the data base after its in-
itial loading. Otherwise, they would have to be reapplied. If there had
been a large volume of changes to the data once they had been loaded, it
would be extremely difficult to manage their reapplication.
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4. Updating of the data base.

The update programme would offer the possibility of coding transactions us-
ing either common data base codes or national codes. Thus, transactions
could be sent directly by delegations on either paper or tape using a trans-
action format designed by the secretariat. Transactions could also be sent
on-line through the ICC and stored in a pending update file, as was envis-
aged in TAR/W/41 (page 10, para. C.4).

The system for keeping data base files up-to-date has been designed on the
assumption that the data base would be relatively stable and that updates
would only concern small volumes of data. For major updates (e.g. introduc-
tion of imports for a more recent year) it was found preferable to re-load
complete new submissions to replace obsolete data. These major changes could
also reflect the subsequent stages of the negotiations and the loading of
new files could be done at regular intervals, for example, every two months.
However, the group thought that it was too early to define the frequency of
major updates since this would mainly depend on the progress of the negoti-
ations.

5. Access conventions.

The group thought that it was too early to discuss the subject of selective
access restrictions to be installed in the system to comply with the princi-
ple of reciprocity. At this stage, it was not envisaged to define access
limitations to the data base information beyond the HS chapter level. Anoth-
er possibility which was envisaged, was to limit access to groups of HS
chapters (e.g. chapters 01 to 24 and chapters 25 to 97).
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ANNEX 1. FORMATS FOR DATA SUBMISSIONS.

Notations used in file layouts (Annexes 1A to 1E).

In the descriptions proposed for the various files to be submitted, each indi-
vidual data element is followed by a series of symbols:

1. Data type: N for numerical and A for alphanumeric data.

2. Element length: (n) number of characters. For numeric fields containing dec-
imal places, the following format has been used (nVm) with 'n' giving the
number of integer digits, 'V' indicating the place of a virtual decimal
point and 'm' giving the number of decimal places. For variable length data
elements, the symbol 'VL' is used.

3. Field justification: RJ indicates right justification and LJ left justi-
fication.

4. Padding character: 'O' for a zero padding and 'b' for a blank character pad-
ding.

The 'b' character has been used in the Annex layouts to denote a physical
blank character.
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ANNEX 1A - LAYOUT FOR LOOSE-LEAF SCHEDULES.

The present layout has been designed to allow recording schedule data into pre-
cisely defined fields.

The general format is as follows:

* Record length: N(5)/RJ/0. This field would not be required if the computer
used to create the file is IBM or IBM compatible equipment and in this case
should be filled in with zeros. Otherwise, the value contained in this
field should be the total number of characters in the record, including the
'Record length' field itself.

* Tariff item number: A(25)/LJ/b. This field contains the tariff item number
or, where applicable, the heading number.

* Element number: N(2)/RJ/0.

* Sub-element number: N(3)/RJ/0, where applicable. If not applicable (e.g.
element no. 1), 3 blank spaces should be recorded.

* Element data: A(VL). Individual field characteristics vary according to the
list below. Since accented characters cannot be displayed or printed on all
participants' equipment, all textual data elements should be recorded in
capital letters if a language other than English is used.
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Element Sub-element Element definition Format
number number

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -__ -_ _ _ _ _ _ -__ -_ - ___

bbb Structuring key A(25)/LJ/b

Legal product description:
XXX -Line number (001-999)

1.Level N(2)/RJ/0
2.Number of blanks for indentation N(2)/RJ/0
3.Text A(70)/LJ/b

bbb Rate of duty (most recently bound):
1.Binding code: A(1)/LJ/-
B=bound item
P=partially bound
U=unbound
C=ceiling binding

2.Ad valorem rate: N(3V3)/RJ/0
(Free rate coded 'bbFREE')

bbb Present concession established:
Abbreviation(s) of Gatt instru-
ment(s) containing the concession
(see TAR/W/6 for coding)
1.Number of occurrences N(2)/RJ/0

2.Concession information A(10)/LJ/b

bbb Initial Negotiating Right on most
recent concession: country abbrev.
(see TAR/W/3 & Add.1 for coding).
1.Number of occurrences N(2)/RJ/0
2.Country abbreviation A(5)/LJ/b

bbb Legal instruments) through which
the concession was first established
(see TAR/W/6 for coding):
1.Number of occurrences N(2)/RJ/0
2.Concession information A(10)/LJ/b

Information on earlier concessionss:
one record for each concessional rate

XXX identified by a sub-element number,
(XXX=OO1-999), each record contains
up to 3 data fields:
1.Legal instrument A(10)/LJ/b
2.Initial Negotiating Rights:
-Number of occurrences N(2)/RJ/0
-Country abbreviation A(5)/LJ/b
-'X' to indicate that the conces-
sion covers only part of the
present concession A(1)/LJ/b

3.Duty rate
-Field length N(4)/RJ/0
-Duty in text form A(VL)/LJ/b

01

02

03

04

05

06

07
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Element Sub-element Element definition
number number (continued)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -___ - _- ______
- _- ____

--__ -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ -______ -_ _ -__ -_ -
_

bbb Information on earlier INR's, where
indicated only by a reference to
earlier schedule(s).
-Reference

Abbreviated product description:
XXX -Line number (001-999)

1.Level
2.Number of blanks for indentation
3.Text

bbb Information on specific, mixed and
compound rates:
1.AVE average for the 3 years
2.AVE for the first year
3.AVE for the second year
4.AVE for the third year
5.Normalized coding of specific,
mixed or other rates (Annex 1D)

6.Specific, mixed or other rates not
fitting in the normalized coding:

-Field length
-Duty in text form

A(VL)/LJ/b

N(2)/RJ/0
N(2)/RJ/0
A(70)/LJ/b

N(3V3)/RJ/0
N(3V3)/RJ/0
N(3V3)/RJ/0
N(3V3)/RJ/0

A(78)/LJ/b

N(4)/RJ/0
A(VL) /LJ/b

:XXX Although the footnote information
would be now recorded in a separate
file (Annex 1E). it is possible to
submit the footnotes under element 11
of the loose-leaf as earlier proposed
in TAR/W/41.

Dataset characteristics:

* Record format: variable block.

* Record length: 5000 characters maximum, including the variable length re-
cord count (4 bytes) if IBM equipment is used.

* Block length : 10004 characters, including the variable length block count
(4 bytes) if IBM equipment is used.

Note: Existing and proposed loose-leaf schedules should not be submitted on the
same file. Loose-leaf schedule records may be submitted element by element on
different files.

Format

08

09

10
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ANNEX 1B - LAYOUT FOR IMPORT STATISTICS.

Identifier
for footnote Record definition Format
referencing
_____________________________-_______________________________________

Tariff item number A(25)/LJ/b

Country of origin code A(5)/LJ/b

01 Value for 1st year N(13)/RJ/0

02 Value for 2nd year N(13)/RJ/0

03 Value for 3rd year N(13)/RJ/0

04 Average value for the 3 years N(13)/RJ/0

05 Quantity unit code A(5)/LJ/b

06 Quantity for 1st year N(13)/RJ/0

07 Quantity for 2nd year N(13)/RJ/0

08 Quantity for 3rd year N(13)/RJ/0

09 Average quantity for the 3 ears N(13)/RJ/0

10 Supplementary quantity unit code AC5)/LJ/b

11. Supplementary quantity for 1st year N(13)/RJ/0

12 Supplementary quantity for 2nd year N(13)/RJ/0

13 Supplementary quantity for 3rd year N(13)/RJ/0

14 Average supplementary quantity for N(13)/RJ/0
the 3 years
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Dataset characteristics:

* Record format: fixed block.

* Record length: 196 characters.

* Block length : 19600 characters.

* File sequence: Tariff item number and country of origin code.

Notes:

1. Values and quantities should be unsigned.

2. Years selected, reference year for the nomenclature and currency unit should
be specified. A list of national codes used for countries and quantity
units, together with the corresponding names, should also be supplied.

3. Identifiers (01-14) should not be recorded. They only serve the purpose of
referencing footnotes to the data concerned (see Annex 1E). When a footnote
refers to an individual supplier, the name of the supplier concerned should
be specified in the footnote text.
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ANNEX 1C - LAYOUT FOR CONCORDANCE FILE.

identifier
for footnote
referencing
_____________-

01

02

03
04
05

w1

Record definition Format

Record length N(4)/RJ/0
(see comments under 'Record length'
in Annex 1A).

Existing Tariff number A(25)/LJ/b

Proposed Tariff number A(25)/LJ/b

Flag for change in duty rate A(1)/LJ/b
(see note below)

Global trade allocations:

-Percentage allocation lst year N(3V1)/RJ/0
-Percentage allocation 2nd year N(3V1)/RJ/0
-Percentage allocation 3rd year N(3V1)/RJ/0

Country trade allocations in a
variable number of occurrences:

-Number of occurrences N(3)/RJ/0
-Country of origin code X(5)/LJ/b
-Percentage allocation 1st year N(3V1)/RJ/0
"Percentage allocation 2nd year N(3V1)/RJ/0
-Percentage allocation 3rd year N(3V1)/RJ/0

Dataset characteristics:

* Record format: variable block.

* Record length: 5000 characters maximum, including the variable length re-
cord count (4 bytes) if IBM equipment is used.

* Block length : 10004 characters, including the variable length block count
(4 bytes) if IBM equipment is used.

* File sequence: Existing tariff item number, proposed HS item number.
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Notes for the concordance file:

1. Allocations under 0.05 % should be recorded '000X'.

2. In case of charges in the nomenclature and where it would not be possible to
reconcile nomenclatures over all years, percentage allocations) should be
filled in with 'XXXX' to identify the year(s) for which import data were not
available for the corresponding item.

3. If trade allocations are provided at individual country level, it is possi-
ble that there were no imports from a given supplier for 1 or 2 year(s) dur-
ing the period. For these 1 or 2 year(s), the percentage trade allocation(s)
should be filled in with zeros.

4.. The flag for change in duty rate should be filled in according to the 4 pos-
sible ways to arrive at the new rates as laid out in paragraghs 4.2 of docu-
ment L/5470/Rev.1:

* 0 = No change.
* 1 = Lowest rate of any previous headings (para. 4.2.1).
* 2 = Rate of previous heading(s) with the majority of trade (para.

4.2.2).
* 3 = Trade-weighted average rate (para. 4.2.3).
* 4 = Arithmetic average of previous rates (para. 4.2.4).
* 5 = Other method.

3. Identifiers (01-03) should not be recorded. They only serve the purpose of
referencing footnotes to the data concerned (see Annex lE). When a footnote
refers to an individual country trade allocation. the name of the country
concerned should be specified in the footnote text.
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ANNEX 1D - NORMALIZED CODING FOR SPECIFIC, ETC.. RATES.

This system has been designed to allow computer processing of specific, mixed or
compound rates.

Element_____________ definition ______For___________________________
Element definition Format

------------------------------------------------------------__-------

First ad valorem part of the rate, where applicable

Operand: R, P. M (see note below)

First specific part of the rate:
- Value (amount of national currency to be

charged per quantity unit).
- Quantity unit code specified in the rate

Operand: R, P. M, H, L

Second ad valorem part of the rate, where applicable

Operand: R, P, M, H, L

Second specific part of the rate:
- Value
- Quantity unit code specified in the rate

Operand: R, P, M, H. L

Third ad valorem part of the rate, where applicable

Operand: R, P, M, H, L

Third specfic part of the rate:
- Value
- Quantity unit code specified in the rate

Operand: H, L

Length =

N(3V3)/RJ/0

A(1)/LJ/b

N(8V5)/RJ/0
A(5)/LJ/b

A(1)/LJ/b

N(3V3)/RJ/0

A(1)/LJ/b

N(8V5)/RJ/0
A(5)/LJ/b

A(1)/LJ/b

N(3V3)/RJ/0

A(1)/LJ/b

N(8V5)/RJ/0
A(5)/LJ/b

A(1)/LJ/b
78____
78 charact.

Operand values:

* R for 'or'
* P for 'plus'
* M for 'minus
* H for 'whichever is higher'
* L for 'whichever is lower'
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Examples:

The following examples illustrate the coding system for selected specific, mixed
or compound rates.

1. Rate = 1$ per kg:

....... 0000000100000KG .............. //.

2. Rate = 1$ per kg plus 10 %:

010000P0000000100000KG.. ...... ... ........

3. Rate = 10% or 1$ per kg whichever is higher:

010000R000000000000KG . ....................

4. Rate = 10 % plus 1$ per kg or 3$ per kg whichever

0l0000P0000000100000KG ... R. 0000000300000KG...

5. Rate = 1$ per kg plus 2$ each:

....... 0000000l00000KG P...... 0000000200000EA...

is

L.

lower:

.//...

.//..

Notes:

1. Fields not used should be left blank. The unit of quantity should be speci-
fied andshould be the same throughout the file (e.g. in cents instead of
dollars if some rates are expressed in cents with 4 decimal places). The
list of quantity unit codes used should be supplied.

2. Duty rates which cannot be coded in this format (e.g. duty rates related to
unit value of imports, etc.) should be recorded in the loose-leaf in text
form (Annex 1A, element 10.6).
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ANNEX lE - LAYOUT FOR FOOTNOTE FILE.

Record definition Format
__________________-__________________________________________________

File code, valid values are:
-space, all reporting country data
-E, existing loose-leaf schedule
-P. proposed loose-leaf schedule
-C, concordance file
-I, import statistics

Level code

Tariff line number

Footnote number

Element number or identifier

Sub-element number, where applicable

Field number, where applicable

Occurrence number, where applicable

Line number

Number of blanks for text indentation,
(if applicable)

Text part of the footnote

A(1)/LJ/b

N(2)/RJ/0

A(25)/LJ/b

N(2)/RJ/0

N(2)/RJ/0

N(3)/RJ/0

N(1)/RJ/0

N(2)/RJ/0

N(3)/RJ/0

N(2)/RJ/0

A(70)/LJ/b

Dataset characteristics:

* Record format: Fixed block.

* Record length: 113 characters.

* Block length : 11300 characters.
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ANNEX 2. EXPLANATORY NOTES TO ANNEXES 1A AND 1E.

Notes to Annex 1A - Loose leaf schedule.

1. Legal description (Element 02).: This element contains up to 999
fixed-length records, each record being 70 characters long. Each one phys-
ically corresponds to a line of text identified by a LINE number recorded in
the sub-element field.

If the description does not correspond to a tariff item (e.g. chapter head-
ing, CCCN heading, HS heading), the LEVEL of the heading is indicated in
field number 1. Thus, the level code value corresponds to the length of the
key, and would contain 02 for chapter, 04 for CCCN and 06 for HS headings.
The examples below illustrate the use of the level code for retrieving
headings and for printing them in their hierarchical sequence within the no-
menclature.

Descriptions in CCCN chapter 25 and CCCN 2502:

Tariff item Element Sub-element Level Indent Text

2.3 02 001 02 first line
^) 02 002 02 second line

2502 02 001 04 first line
2502 02 002 04 second line
2302 02 003 04 chird line

When the description of a tarif f item is to be printed, it would be possible
to specify the level from which descriptions of superior levels would be
printed. For example, if tariff line 250218 were to be printed with speci-
fied level 04, then the first 4 digits of the tariff item number would be
used to retrieve and print the description of CCCN 2502 and, possibly, all
descriptions from the 2502 heading to the tariff item 250218.

Two possibilities are offered to indent the whole text or part of it. The
number of blank characters to be left between the left margin and the text
is either indicated in field number 2. or physically recorded at the begin-
ning of the description.

The level code for tariff items would be 00.

2. Abbreviated description (Element 09).

The layout for abbreviated descriptions is the same as for legal de-
scriptions. For both elements 02 and 09, if field numbers 1. and 2. are not
used, they should be left blank.

3. Structuring key (Element 01).

The structuring key element was introduced as a solution for structuring
product descriptions when a nomenclature was not implicitly structured.

The principle of the system is to associate each tariff item number with a
structured nomenclature which would define the hierarchical level of de-
scriptions.
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The structure key element would be used in association with element 02 (ie-
gal description) and possibly with element 09 (abbreviated description), as
illustrated in the following examples taken from the Tariff Schedule of the
United States (TSUS).

The TSUS is not structured beyond the first digit of the nomenclature
(schedule number). In the customs tariff, each schedule is broken down into
a variable number of parts and sub-parts but these cannot be identified from
the tariff number. These parts and sub-parts could be recorded in the struc-
turing key. The first TSUS numbers of schedule 1, for example, would be re-
corded as follows:

Tariff Element Sub-element Structuring Note
number number number Key
_______________________________________________________________

10001 01 bbb 101 First TSUS of
schedule 1, part 1

10095 01 bbb 101 Last TSUS of
schedule 1, part 1

10510 01 bbb 102A First TSUS of sched.1
part 2, sub-part A

10610 01 bbb 102B First TSUS of sched.l
part 2, sub-part B

Headnoces for schedules, parts and sub-parts could then be recorded in ele-
ment 02 under the corresponding kev as follows:

Tariff Element Sub-element Level Indent. Heading text
number number number

1 02 001 01 00 Heading schedule 1
(no indent)

101 02 001 03 04 Heading sched.l, part 1
(indent=4)

lOlA 02 001 04 08 Heading sched.l, part 1
sub-part A (indent=8)

To identify the logical sequence of schedule, part and sub-part headings
within the TSUS nomenclature, the structuring key recorded in element 01
would be used in conjunction with the level code indicating the number of
characters to be taken into account in the searching routine. In the exam-
ples above, part headnotes '101' could be printed immediately before any
TSUS bearing the key '101' (i.e. from TSUS 10001 through 10095) if level
'03' was specified at processing time. The structuring key could also be
used for recording headings at lower levels if necessary.
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4. Information on earlier concessions) (Element 07).

Information recorded in element 07 corresponds to that reported in column 7
of the loose-leaf schedule. Column 7 contains variable elements of informa-
tion such as several INR's associated with one or more duty levels of con-
cessions. There are as many sub-elements (XXX) as there are different
levels of concessions. Field numbers 1. 2. 3. can contain various data as
illustrated below.

Example: Codine of an earlier concession of 10.0% ad valorem to which are
attached 5 INR s and of another concession of 5.0% to which are attached 3
INR's.

Tariff Elmt. Sub Legal Occur- Country Field Duty
number no. elmt. instr. rences and 'X' length rate
________________________________________________________

120120 07 001 blank 05 CA
GB
FR...
JP
US.... 005 10.0%o

120120 07 002 blank 03 BR
D...
US.... 004 5.0%

5. Element 11 - Footnote.

This element has been taken out of the loose-leaf files in order to offer
the possibility of referencing footnotes to any data element in any of the
files submitted. The new format for footnotes is reproduced in Annex lE.
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Notes to Annex lE - Footnote file:

The first element to be coded, the FILE CODE, refers to the file containing the
element to be footnoted.

The LEVEL code has been introduced to allow footnotes to refer to sectors of the
nomenclature. It corresponds to the number of characters identifying the cover-
age of the tariff number as follows:

Code Footnote coverage

00 the whole tariff
S1 a CCCN or HS section
01 a TSUS schedule
02 a CCCN or HS chapter
03 a TSUS part of schedule
04 a CCCN or HS 4-digit heading,

or a sub-part of a TSUS schedule
06 a HS 6-digit item
etc.. ........

blank an individual tariff item

The tariff number field contains the tariff item number to which the footnote
refers if level code is blank; otherwise, the tariff number should contain the
section number (01-21) or the chapter/CCCN/HS numbers to which the footnote re-
fers.

The FOOTNOTE NUMBER element allows the recording of several footnotes referring
co the same individual data element.

The following examples illustrate how footnotes can be referenced to particular
elements, sub-elements, field numbers or occurrences:

1. Footnote covering chapter 25 of the existing loose-leaf schedule (40 lines
of text).

2. Footnote referring to the fifth INR of tariff item 120120 in the existing
schedule as coded in the first example given for element 07 above.

3. Footnote referring to the global allocation of an existing item for the
first selected year.

4. Footnote referring to the value of import statistics for the first selected
year.

File Level Tariff Foot- Elmt. Sub- Field Occur- Line Etc..
code code item note no. elmt. no. rence no. .....

1).
E 02 25 01 001 ....

E 02 25 01 002

E 02 25 01 040 ....

2).
E bb 120120 01 07 001 2 05 001 ....

3).
C bb 120120 01 03 001 ....

4>.
I bb 120120 1 01 001 ....
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ANNEX 3. TAPE SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATA SUBMISSIONS.

-- HARMONIZED SYSTEM COMMON DATABASE --

Technical information requested when sending magnetic tapes.

FORM 1. Volume characteristics:

1.1. External identification:

Reporting country -----------

Volume serial number -----------

(6 characters, a 'T' in position 1
should not be used).

1.2. Number of tracks:

Nine, possibly seven -----------

1.3. Tape density:

6250/1600 bpi, possibly 800 bpi -----------

Odd parity only
1.4. Recording mode:

EBCDIC character set, -----------

possibly ASCII.

1.5. Volume label:

No label (state 'none') -----------

If the tape is labelled, the type of
standard should be specified:
e.g. IBM, ANSI, etc..

1.6. Computer used to create the tape:

Manufacturer and model -----------
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FORM 2. Data set characteristics

2.1. File number: -----------

2.2. Data description: -----------

2.3. Data set name (recorded in Header -----------

Label)

2.4. Record format (fixed, variable): -----------

2.5. Record length, including variable -----------

length record count for variable records

2.6. Block length, including variable -----------

length block count for variable blocks

2.7. Total number of records in the data set: -----------

2.8. In addition, the following information would be requested:

- printout of first and last blocks in hexadecimal form
- codes used for countries of origin
- codes used for quantity units
- currency unit used in import statistics
- currency unit used in normalized coding of specific,
mixed or compound rates

- reference year of the information
- years submitted for import statistics
- base year used for compiling trade allocations
- any other information which could be used for

the definition of the data.

NOTE: If several datasets are recorded on the tape,
the information requested under 2.1 through 2.8.
should be specified for each dataset.


